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Abstract: Open education can enrich learning environments and support the processes of educational innovation. The objective of this article is to analyze the evidence published about open education in the period 2014–2019 to identify future challenges. We performed a Systematic Literature Review (SLR), identifying 245 articles on the topic of open education in the databases, Web of Science (WOS), and Scopus, from January 2014 to June 2019. We filtered to obtain the most relevant data by applying inclusion, exclusion, and quality criteria. The results yield information on (1) the characteristics of the publications; (2) the methodological trends; (3) the central and transversal dimensions of the topic; and (4) the innovative educational practices that have been implemented. The article concludes with a presentation of the challenges that are linked to coverage, empirical evidence, co-creation, and innovation. The contribution of this research is to add value to the body of knowledge available to trainers, researchers, and decision-makers interested in open education and educational innovation.
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1. Introduction

In times of change, when new needs emerge suddenly from unexpected causes, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, educational processes face both unanticipated challenges and sprouting areas of opportunity. In such situations, educational innovation can lead to the generation of new products (technology, instruments, devices, prototypes), services (care, assistance, dependence, benefits), or solutions (transformation, models, systems, methods). The changing needs might involve integrating a novelty into an existing reality, modifying a product, or improving educational operations, services, or logistics. In the field of educational innovation, delimiting and narrowing the scope of the innovation require identifying problematic situations, analyzing their contexts, and critically assessing the changes that contribute to an improvement in education [1]. Educational innovation can be defined as any adaptation (organizational, administrative, pedagogical, or formative) that enhances or improves students’ learning [2]. Innovation in education involves a constant and intentional transformation of vision and actions to improve the components, actors, structure, and management of education. Innovation is the heartbeat of educational fact and educational science.

All studies of educational innovation involve the identification of challenges. On one hand, the actors and the institutions in charge of implementing educational innovations must prepare for the needs imposed by the new challenges; they must develop a response that is both inclusive and transformative [3]. However, one impediment is traditional thinking that educational innovation exists within formal educational institutions (e.g., schools, institutes, universities) and not in other formal or informal environments. Moving beyond this thinking presents a niche of opportunity to generate lines of research and publications related to the processes of formal and informal learning within networks, considering multiple relationships with educational institutions and other sectors [4].
Another challenge of great incidence is “openness,” the capacity to bring together diverse sectors (educational, social, enterprise, cultural) for collaboration and dissemination [5]. In this landscape, the field of open education is fertile, both for training in educational innovation [6] and for promoting innovations within the framework of the open educational movement with practices of production, use, dissemination, and mobilization [7]. Here, the open education movement is visualized as a dynamic phenomenon, in constant evolution, that starts from the simplest idea of taking advantage of resources to share a common good, namely, knowledge. However, open education can also mean something more complex: developing educational practices that contribute to the necessary improvements in education, management, and research [8] required by external changes. The open educational movement, itself, can become an object for research analysis.

How can open education be well defined? Open education is designing, realizing, and evaluating learning opportunities with visionary, operational, and legal openness to improve the quality of learning for the learners [9]. In a mapping of the keywords that appear in the literature of the Scopus database between 2015 and 2020, a search for “open education” and “educational innovation” yielded 110 publications, where the web tool Scival [10] identified the growing number of themes of educational resources and online courses (Figure 1). Open education issues a challenge to make innovation an adopted attitude and continuous practice.

What are the references available for institutions and decision-makers in the field of open education? Several frameworks have contributed to open education. For example, in the European community [11], the Opening up Education framework for higher-education institutions provides ten dimensions for open education divided into two categories: (a) central dimensions (access, content, pedagogy, recognition, collaboration, and research); and (b) transversal dimensions (strategy, technology, quality, and leadership). The central dimensions represent the “what” of open education, and the transversal dimensions indicate “how” to achieve it. Concerning the quality aspects [12], the Quality Reference Framework (QRF) places open education on a platform of high-quality content encompassing its operational, legal, and visionary dimensions through the analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation of experiences. Another framework presented by authors [13] invites analyzing the difference between openness and open, in which they differentiate that openness covers more areas (transparency, access, participation, and democracy) and tends to generate experiences and
participation. The need to innovate in open education includes contemplating the improvement in how one learns, forms, and encompasses the educational process as a whole.

Open education processes linked to educational innovations present different types of challenges. One challenge is the need to consider parameters like new ways of sharing educational content on the web, making improvements to meet training and retraining needs to acquire knowledge, resolving the lack of library resources, accessing materials in non-English languages, and envisioning knowledge philosophically as a collective social product. Credibility and reputation in open education challenge us to work on common standards and quality, with processes that guarantee equality in the different forms of education. Other challenges include making academic research more accessible, making the best use of resources, formulating open access policies, and getting the government to intensify its efforts to promote and nurture the open access publishing model.

Open education processes challenge educators to change their practices fundamentally to favor educational innovation. In MOOCs, there is a challenge for content production to become more creative, both in educational institutions and in corporate environments. Many communities face difficulties in using open resources because of a lack of access to the internet and technology. There are limited opportunities for inclusive education in science. China addresses some of its challenges by introducing more universities to open education to improve its educational system. How educational innovations are studied also presents a challenge; some methodologies broaden the scope of the subject matter to identify the results of educational innovation, which can include new processes, products, services, or knowledge. The challenges in the area of open education are broad, as are the possibilities for analyzing its contributions.

In our analysis of systematic reviews of open-education literature, we find important contributions in specific contexts, thematic areas, and thematic issues. For example, to address quality in open education, the OpenEd Quality Framework provided a three-dimensional framework applied to the macro, intermediate, and micro levels. It integrates the different perspectives of quality in a holistic approach to the design, learning processes, and results of learning. A mapping identified eight different sub-themes within open education over the last four decades, highlighting open access, OER, MOOCs, open educational practice, social media, e-learning, open education in schools, and distance education.

Other SLR contributions have led to the knowledge of open education practices in China and Latin America. The Government of India also has innovative programs and plans such as SHAKSHAT, NMEICT, NPTEL, OSCAR, and E-grid, all related to the development and dissemination of open educational resources. Studies have been carried out to promote open educational practices that benefit from innovation in the classroom for students. Other studies looked at open educational practices themselves, which included open pedagogy and the use of open educational resources for the analyses of collaboration, Wikipedia editing, open networked courses, virtual networking, public scholarships, and student-created resources. Other studies devoted to the analysis of open education practices look at innovative models and technologies as well as methodological approaches and current best practices in the field of open learning and open education. Some of these methodologies facilitate personal growth, social inclusion, open innovation, and sustainable economic development as well as open science and knowledge sharing, open-access practices, technologies, and education.

Open education inputs help support practices that provide empirical evidence of the value of open access practices (e.g., competencies for production, search, dissemination, and mobilization of open educational resources, self-motivation, and open design). Studies in open education have become references for the continuous building of bridges for the democratization of knowledge. The work of the global academic community in open education has led to an awareness of this type of education. Consequently, global recommendations adopted by UNESCO have been issued that encourage capacity building, policy development, inclusive and equitable access, sustainability models, and the promotion of international cooperation. Our study notes all this. The objective of this article is to review the literature on open education to provide...
new knowledge that can support actions on these international recommendations and shed light on challenges in times of crisis, such as that of COVID-19. The contributions of this paper may be of value to trainers, researchers, and decision-makers interested in open education and educational innovation.

2. Materials and Methods

The Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is the method that guided this study. The process included the formulation of questions, search for literature, delimitation of criteria, and establishment of an analysis protocol [35–37]. The SLR identifies, analyzes, and interprets the research results of pieces available in a specific period related to the subject of interest, which was open education in this case. Five phases were followed in the study (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The SLR Phases.

2.1. Phase 1: Research Questions

To find relevant publications between 2014 and 2019 about open education linked to global recommendations and educational innovation, the authors posed six research questions (see Table 1). Four major themes arose from these six research questions. The themes and questions emerged from the gaps in knowledge identified in studies carried out by the author, analyses with colleagues who specialize in open education (especially with the UNESCO and ICDE Chairs in open education), opportunities detected as a result of participating in various conferences, and workshops to make recommendations that promote the open educational resources (OER) of UNESCO. Also, the authors’ experience with challenges used in academic practices and educational innovation in training activities with students, academicians, and research groups helped with the development of the questions. The possible answers arose from the theoretical support on which the study is based. The opportunity to provide new contributions to open education research, in particular, was a motivation for the themes and research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Research Questions (RQs)</th>
<th>Possible Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the studies of open education that have been published in recent years</td>
<td>RQ1. Where are the authors of the studies located?</td>
<td>Location of the first author of the articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RQ2. What are the most cited articles?</td>
<td>Identification of the items with the highest number of citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RQ3. In which journals have open education items been published more, and what are the Q levels of the journals?</td>
<td>Journals that have published more about Open Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q level of the journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodological trends in the publications of Open Education</td>
<td>RQ4. What are the methodological trends, strategies, and instruments used in the studies of open education?</td>
<td>Methodological trends, nodes, strategies, and instruments [38,39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Research Questions (RQs)</th>
<th>Possible Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core and transversal dimensions in Open Education publications</td>
<td>RQ5. What are the core and transversal dimensions identified in the practices of open education?</td>
<td>Core [11]:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pedagogy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transversal [11]:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational innovation practices in the open education movement</td>
<td>RQ6. What are the core and transversal dimensions identified in the articles, and what practice of the open educational movement is being executed?</td>
<td>Open educational movement [7]:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobilization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Phase 2: Search Process

The search for articles was carried out in the two databases with the greatest coverage and scope, that is, Scopus and Web of Science (WoS). The keywords (open education), period (2014–2019), and type of document (article) were the delimiters. The search process carried out with WoS or Scopus is presented in Table 2, in which both databases appear with the different search patterns.

Table 2. Search patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th>Web of Science (WoS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE-ABS-KEY (&quot;Open education&quot;) AND DOCTYPE (ar) AND PUBYEAR &gt; 2014</td>
<td>You searched for: TOPIC: (&quot;open education&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined by: DOCUMENT TYPES: (ARTICLE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Phase 3: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The field of open education has many topic possibilities, for example, Open Educational Resources (OER), Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), Open Access (O.A.), Open Data, Open Science, Open Education Technology, and Open Practices among others. In order not to leave out terms that could be included, the term “open education” was searched globally and delimited within a designated time. The terms of inclusion stipulated that they be articles, that they include “open education” in their title, summary, or keywords and that they were published between January 2014 and June 2019. The exclusion terms (not exhaustive) were open education items identified as papers, book chapters, books, and reviews published before January 2014 or after July 2019.

2.4. Phase 4: Selection Process and Data Extraction

The number of articles in both databases (WoS and Scopus) was 364. A total of 110 duplicates were eliminated, removing them from the Scopus record. Quality criteria were applied to identify that the articles, which were found in education and social studies areas, integrated open education in their titles, abstracts, and keywords. This ensured that they located open education practices (the central focus of the study). Nine that did not focus on open education or were book publications (not articles) were eliminated. Finally, 245 articles (145 Scopus and 100 WoS) were selected for the SLR, and the following data were extracted: Authors, Title, DOI, Summary, and Country.

A form was used for the analysis to locate the answers to the questions. A three-peer review validated the identification of the answers. In the event of discrepancies, the peer reviewers discussed
their reasoning and reached agreements on the selection of responses, thus, approaching 100% verification of the data.

2.5. Phase 5: Data Synthesis

A data extraction form specifically related to the six SLR study questions was used to support the content analysis of the articles based on the study questions. Content analysis is a qualitative technique for making inferences from a focal text in a social context in an objective manner [40]. Two components were considered, one mechanical and one interpretative [41], the first involving organizing the data into the study topics, and the second involving determining which data were significant in terms of the research questions. We also worked with source triangulation [22], where the data were validated in a peer review to check the identification of the answers. Three peer reviewers clarified the information on the topics and questions. They reviewed the information and, in case of discrepancies, reached agreements on answer selections and approached 100% verification of the data.

To synthesize the answers, we developed classifications for the possible graphic representations to be presented in this report. We analyzed the terms, keywords, networks of co-terms, clusters, and concatenation of categories and subcategories to locate the intersections that could be interesting. The data of the analyses are presented in this integrated excel sheet: (Link: tiny.cc/SLR-OpenEducation).

3. Results

This section presents the results related to the research questions. The tools used for the graphs were Vosviewer and Tableau.

3.1. RQ1. Where Are the Authors of the Studies Located?

The first author of the articles was the one used in the analysis to locate geographically the authors who publish items on open education. Figure 3 shows that the United States and Spain are where the topic of open education has been most published in the period considered for this study. It also highlights the low production in the continents of Africa and Latin America.

![Figure 3. The geographical location of the first author in open education articles.](Image)

The analysis of the author’s locations indicates areas of opportunity for training and research in the regions of the global south, specifically in open education publications. It is precisely in these regions
where the increase in open education work could lead to other paths for education. For example, with the recent crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic, millions of students were left without training opportunities, and the lack of platforms, technological mediation, and infrastructure for sharing content became evident. To help with this, open education, with its downloadable content, quality, open books, open courses, and open practices, could be of value in offering new services in education.

3.2. RQ2. What Are the Most Cited Articles?

The publications were analyzed by the number of citations, and the articles with the highest number of citations were located [42–47]. The ID is the article identifier number in the database of this study (Table 3).

Table 3. Most cited articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cited by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Refining success and dropout in massive open online courses based on the intention–behavior gap</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Crowdsourcing the curriculum: Redefining e-learning practices through peer-generated approaches</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>MOOC-making and open educational practices</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>From Higher Education to Open Education: Challenges in the Transformation of an Online Traditional Course</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Openness and praxis: Exploring the use of open educational practices in higher education</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>How educators build knowledge and expand their practice: The case of open education resources</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What relationship can be found between the most cited articles on open education and educational innovation? The article contents provide evidence of critical factors that favor working in open education. Examples include (a) dropout rates vs. possibilities of success [42]; (b) educational innovation data that point to new strategies, such as the creation of open virtual communities and the functioning of open crowds online [43]; (c) changes in teachers’ perspectives, such as occurred in open practices in Africa, where teachers’ transformation as MOOC designers resulted in changes in attitudes and motivations that were studied [44]; (d) changes in students’ perceptions of open courses (moving from an online course to an open course generated greater motivation because of the open resources used [45]). Educational innovation calls for changes that improve outcomes as a result of integrating something new. The most frequently cited articles deal with these value-added changes and provide an opportunity to study the outcomes of these educational innovations: are they new processes, new products, new services, or new knowledge?

3.3. RQ3. In Which Journals Has Open Education Been Published More, and What Are the Q-Levels of the Journals?

The review also analyzed the journals that have published the most on the subject of open education (Table 4), the articles are placed in the database (DB), with the identification numbers (ID). Highlighting the International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning and the journal Open Praxis.

Other data considered relevant were the Q-level of the journals and the number of publications in recent years, where 2017 stands out with the highest number of writings on the subject (Figure 4). The Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) shows the high-quality, peer-reviewed articles indexed in WoS.
Table 4. Journals with the highest number of articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source DB</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCOPUS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning</td>
<td>(4, 6, 27, 28, 33, 34, 36, 40, 50, 58, 59, 81, 87, 92, 94, 98, 102, 103, 105, 119, 120, 125, 128, 130, 131, 132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Information Technologies and Learning Tools</td>
<td>(169, 196, 198, 199, 212, 226)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPUS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Distance Education</td>
<td>(30, 41, 145, 175, 235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPUS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Journal of Computing in Higher Education</td>
<td>(44, 64, 97, 139, 182)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPUS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Turkish Online Journal of Distance Education</td>
<td>(37, 79, 80, 108, 110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>ALSIC-Apprentissage des Langues et Systèmes d Information et de Communication</td>
<td>(148, 157, 186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>BRAIN-Broad Research in Artificial Intelligence and Neuroscience</td>
<td>(149, 167, 201, 248)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identifying the journals that have published the most on the subject of open education and the level of impact that their publications have had helps the academic community to find media that are disseminating the subject. This supports academicians, researchers, and decision-makers in configuring theoretical and empirical frameworks that support open practices. From a critical standpoint, the limited accessibility of this knowledge of open education in languages other than English stands out as an opportunity to bring it to emerging world communities where the English language is not the dominant one, as is the case in the countries of the Global South.
3.4. RQ4. What Are the Methodological Trends, Strategies, and Instruments Used in the Studies of Open Education?

A very important aspect when analyzing open education publications is to assess the methodological trend to detect the methods of study of the subject. We categorized the methodologies into three dimensions: (a) qualitative research methods (theoretical, narratives, phenomenological studies, grounded theory, ethnographies, case studies); (b) quantitative research methods (experimental design, quasi-experimental designs, pre-experimental, ex-post-facto trans-sectional designs, ex-post-facto longitudinal designs); and (c) mixed methods (sequential explanatory design, sequential exploratory design, sequential transformative design, concurrent triangulation design, concurrent nested design) [38,39].

The articles were analyzed by the methods and instruments used in the different themes of open education. Some examples using quantitative methodologies with case studies included open university programs with online chat analysis (ID 1), OpenCourseWare with Google Analytics (ID 4), and analysis of the adoption of open resources (ID 45). Qualitative studies with quasi-experimental designs used open educational resources (OER) in online learning and their in-course achievements were measured with surveys (ID 132). These also employed open cloud services and Web 2.0 to implement certain educational and managerial tasks of the school with experimental designs (ID 198), and other experimental designs utilized open-systems-network technologies with analysis (ID 199). Some mixed studies explored OpenText through an online survey (ID 6), open educational resources in K-12 with a focus group and survey (ID 9), and meanings of the open movement with Twitter data (ID 34).

Figure 5 (using the Vosviewer tool) shows the nodes of the methodological trends and the links with the strategies in those methodologies. Quantitative and qualitative studies stand out, and there is an incipient area of mixed methods.

Figure 5. Methodological trends and instruments.

These facts highlight an area of opportunity to work on the issue of open education using a combination of strategies. However, one could ask what value would be added by studying open education using mixed methodologies, and in what ways could this contribute to research on educational innovation? A view with mixed methods supports the possibility of better knowledge
of complex phenomena, such as in the studies of education, the humanities, and the social sciences, where it is necessary to delve deeper and broaden scope. Providing new solutions requires in-depth looks at complex realities.

3.5. RQ5. What Core Dimensions Are Identified in the Practices of Open Education?

The articles were analyzed and located to identify the dimensions and their intersections. For example, the Leadership Dimensions crossed with Pedagogy were located in one of the most sensitive areas of open education, namely, work with special-needs communities, specifically with speech and language impairments. There, great success has been achieved using learning algorithms that are derived from the field of applied computer science in human biology: using the concept of spaced repetition provides a novel increase in the process of memorization among students in special-needs education in a global open education environment (ID 90).

An open learning management study aimed at providing a set of tools to assess the quality of online training activities supported by these platforms; it was classified at the crossing of Quality and Research (ID 214). At the crossroads of Strategies and Content, the experience of a MOOC on “Physical Culture: Theory” was placed on the national platform “Open Education” and attracted a large audience of listeners. The content motivated the students to study the theory of physical culture (ID 86). In the Technology dimension crossed with Research, an article was placed that analyzed the support of information technology to open science in promoting responsible research and innovation with analysis of Open Science, Open Access, Cloud Computing, and Open Educational Resources (ID 236).

The results in Figure 6 highlight the open education practices that are being worked on the most in open education. The analysis of the purposes of the practices (the what) vs. the transversal practices (the how) identifies the highest intersection to be that of Pedagogical Approaches and Technology. The least intersections are Content and Research crossed with the transversal practice of Quality.

![Figure 6. Core and transversal dimensions of open education.](image)

These results reveal that open education has unfinished business in key areas for its consolidation and growth. In the cross-sectional area, the dimensions of Leadership and Quality require strategies that make it possible to influence more strategic work to get more people involved in decision-making. Likewise, quality work must be directed towards standards that are credible to potential users.
Other areas of opportunity for open education are found in the central themes of access, collaboration, content, and research. The COVID-19 pandemic is leaving many areas uncovered, especially in emerging countries. The lack of internet access and content is related to the lack of infrastructure, but equally critical is the lack of knowledge about open resources, open courses, and open education practices.


The open educational movement understood as the set of practices, resources, and open-access technologies that involve the processes of production, use, dissemination, and mobilization of training, is linked to educational innovation through the seeking of a constant and intentional transformation of education. In this study, the educational innovations of the open education movement were analyzed to identify the open education practices that had the greatest impact. This was done through the selection of keywords and the formation of meanings for a similar understanding by the peer evaluators.

Some examples of the Production classification were given by a study of language teachers who designed teaching activities to promote the production of open educational resources (ID 157). This study was classified in the Technology and Pedagogy dimensions. The Use classification was given in a study that analyzed dropouts as a major concern in networked learning practices and where students used OER in a MOOC (openEDMOOC) (ID 165); this study fell into the Leadership and Content dimensions. An article classified in Dissemination studied the potential of open educational resources and open educational practices (OEP) to empower the developing world, with data from 7700 educators and formal and informal students from 175 countries. The findings were that OER and OEP could give women a voice, access to information and education, and the opportunity to connect with peers and train others (ID 232). This article fell in the Leadership and Research dimensions. Mobilization was the classification in the academic field for a presentation made at the 31st Annual Conference of NASIG by Heather Joseph. She offered an evaluation of the open access movement in all senses, that is, open education and open data as a public good. She explored the implications of the use of open education as an enabling strategy for researchers, academic publishers, policymakers, and the academic community in general. This study was crossed with the Strategy and Access dimensions (ID 21).

The preponderance of Dissemination puts it on the first level, followed by Production; the low incidence of Mobilization stands out. These practices were analyzed in the light of the central and transversal dimensions in order to locate where work is being done, targeting Strategy and Technology and the low-level Quality transversal dimensions (Figure 7).

The study researchers considered it interesting to cross the core/transverse dimensions [11] with the open education movement [7] because of the potential for educational practice, training, research, and decision-making. The question in this regard is what opportunities do these data suggest for educational innovation in open education? The results highlight again the areas of Leadership and Quality as the transversal dimensions needing work on new ideas, practices, or projects that facilitate the consolidation of open education. The opportunities, specifically, are to influence practices that enable access to information, open contents, collaboration for the co-creation of new products, services, and knowledge, and the mobilization of open practices in disadvantaged environments. These are strategic areas where the open education movement is challenged to draw attention to inclusion and diversity.
4. Discussion

The study presented does not intend to be exhaustive on the publications about open education. This review was directed only to publications indexed in two databases, which, although they are the ones with the greatest coverage, leave aside other databases with articles that have also contributed to the area. The methodology and the results provided in this study reflect the intention to contribute to research in the area of open education, crossing theoretical issues with educational innovation to identify the challenges that are discussed below. These perspectives are not frequently combined. The structure chosen to discuss the data is as follows: it starts with “Challenges” to highlight the main ideas that are desired to facilitate the utilization of open education. Next, the findings of the study are presented, followed by evidence for the results, the contrast with the theoretical framework on which the study was based, and the closing paragraphs that discuss the implications for educational practice.
Challenge 1. Open education for all. Studies on open education published in recent years show not only quantitative but also qualitative growth, mainly in developed countries. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the growth in publications, while Tables 3 and 4 list the most frequently cited articles and the most widely published journals, which are distinguished by their levels of visibility and use. These presentations support the statement that open education is based on a form of high-quality content [12] and makes visible the challenge of access to materials in languages other than English and the philosophical vision of knowledge as a collective social product [14]. An important opportunity is opening up in emerging countries where this type of open education can contribute to access to quality knowledge.

Challenge 2. Open education with mixed empirical evidence. The methodological trends, strategies, and instruments that accompany studies of open education mark a quantitative and qualitative trend. Figure 3 presents the nodes of the methodological trends where an incipient area of mixed methods is evident. Working with mixed methods gives the possibility to approach the knowledge of complex entities [22]. Open education faces the challenge of a holistic and interdisciplinary understanding that implies changing the way research is done in the educational field.

Challenge 3. Open education of co-creation and quality. Open education practices have advanced in their pedagogical and technological dimensions and are challenged by aspects of collaboration and quality. Figure 6 shows the advances in the dimensions having to do with developing the practices and the means to do so. However, it also highlights the absence of writings in the dimensions of Quality, Collaboration, and Research. These findings relate to the need to make academic research more easily accessible [16], and that assessment supports the identification of changes that contribute to improving educational processes [1]. Working collaboratively and creatively will help the field of open education to provide broader enrichment based on quality practices for education.

Challenge 4. Open education for innovation in mobilization, inclusion, and diversity. The open education movement has promoted production and dissemination practices and is challenged to innovate mobilization practices that impact learning environments. Figure 7 highlights the advances in the practices of the open educational movement and shows the need to work more on aspects of mobilization where open practices are integrated into education. UNESCO’s recommendations call for inclusive and equitable access and the promotion of international cooperation [34]. The challenges brought by global crises such as the COVID-19 contingency require the collaboration of all to construct innovative environments that are inclusive (with open resources and practices that support education for people with special needs or disadvantaged populations) and diverse (with open materials in different languages that address cultural and gender characteristics).

5. Conclusions

In times of contingency, such as that of COVID-19, educators, students, educational administrators, parents, decision-makers from ministries of education, and society in general need to expand the paths for education. In these difficulties, open education can support the continuation of training processes with more open educational resources so that, from home, students can continue learning on open platforms with courses taught by teachers trained to provide good practices in distance education and who mobilize academic networks to generate spaces for construction and containment. All open pedagogies, research, co-creation, innovation, texts, tools, courses, access, data, science, technologies, and practices within the framework of open education require commitment and collaboration.

The topic of open education carries with it a sense of the democratization of knowledge. It must be accessible to all, supportive, with actions that facilitate the social appropriation of knowledge. This is where educational innovation can generate improvements that lead to more just and equitable training, with academic and scientific practices that are accessible to all. The challenges are as broad as the possibilities.

This article provides an overview of publications that have been produced in recent years on the subject of open education. It aims to be of value to trainers by locating the thematic areas where less work
has been done on the subject (access, use, collaboration, and mobilization). For researchers, this work highlights the opportunity to increase studies with mixed methods that support the understanding of educational phenomena and encourages open research, open science, open innovation, and locating areas of opportunity. For decision-makers, this work highlights the necessity to locate strategies and lines of action, both transversal and central, that address the recommendations of UNESCO.

More studies of open education in disadvantaged environments are needed, where working with open resources, collaborative practices, and open platforms can contribute to quality training instances. There is also a need for studies in crises, such as the current health pandemic that has made visible the critical gaps in education. Research must also focus on good practices that address the results of new processes, products, services, and knowledge that support innovation in educational environments that lead to change and improvements. This document is an invitation for continuing contributions that expand knowledge in education and educational innovation.
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